We study the correlation of the ground state of an N-particle Moshinsky model by computing the Shannon entropy in both position and momentum spaces. We have derived the Shannon entropy and mutual information with analytical forms of such an N-particle Moshinsky model, and this helps us test the entropic uncertainty principle. The Shannon entropy in position space decreases as interaction strength increases. However, Shannon entropy in momentum space has the opposite trend. Shannon entropy of the whole system satisfies the equality of entropic uncertainty principle. Our results also indicate that, independent of the sizes of the two subsystems, the mutual information increases monotonically as the interaction strength increases.
Introduction
Since understanding the correlation of quantum many body problems is crucial to quantum information processes, and quantum systems described as harmonically confined systems with tunable interaction parameters are promising for development in quantum information processes, such quantum systems hence provide us a motivation to study correlation in a solvable many body system-an N-particle Moshinsky model.
OPEN ACCESS
In the Moshinsky model [1] , the system is confined in harmonic traps and inter-particle interaction also takes a harmonic form. The entropies in this system can be solved exactly, helping us investigate correlations and test the entropic uncertainty principle of two subsystems containing arbitrary numbers of particles. Several topics about the correlation of Moshinsky model, such as the statistical and quantum correlation of the two-electron Moshinsky model [2] [3] [4] , three-electron Moshinsky model and applying a uniform magnetic field in the two-electron model [5] , and the quantum correlation in N-particle Moshinsky model [6] , have been studied recently. In our present work, we focus on three topics: understanding statistical correlations, testing the entropic uncertainty principle, and comparing the statistical correlation to the quantum correlation of an N-particle Moshinsky model.
For the first topic, to describe the statistical information in the system, we introduce Shannon entropy, which is a measure of uncertainty of the random variables. Usually, Shannon entropy is applied to describe delocalization or localization of the system. Using different phase-spaces to measure Shannon entropy will lead to different expressions. Studies of Shannon entropy in position space and momentum space of atomic systems have been carried out [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . We calculate Shannon entropy in position basis and momentum basis to discuss the correlation. From information theory [15] , mutual information [16] is a general measure of correlation of two subsystems, and it has been applied to study correlation in systems [17] [18] [19] . In an N-particle Moshinsky model, we discuss the correlation between two subsystems, one containing p particles and the other containing N-p particles. We can derive analytic wave function in position and momentum spaces, and from which Shannon entropy in both spaces can be calculated, leading to understanding of the relationship between these three factors, p, N, g (coupling coefficient of the Moshinsky model).
In order to discuss the statistical correlations of the system, we show the definition of the quantities we consider here. In [2] , the definition of Shannon entropy, one-particle Shannon entropy and mutual information in position space is given, and we extend the definition to a system with N particles as follows: 
where i x is the position of i -th particle. pos S and , the probability density function in position space, and the p-particle Shannon entropy in position space calculated by For the second topic, the entropic uncertainty principle has been investigated in [20] , and entropic uncertainty relations in atomic systems were discussed in some studies [2, 21] . In this model, by calculating Shannon entropies in position and momentum space, we can test the entropic uncertainty principle [20] , as: For the third topic, comparing to Shannon entropy, von Neumann entropy is a measure of quantum information and is widely used in many atomic systems [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . For a bipartite pure state, von Neumann entropy is half of the quantum mutual information [28] ; therefore it can also be a good measure of quantum correlation. The eigenvalue structure of N-particle Moshinsky model has been studied in [29] , and results of von Neumann entropy have been given by [6] . Shannon entropy does not equal to von Neumann entropy most of time. However, we can compare the behavior of statistical and quantum correlation to three factors p, N, g. In this article, we discuss the first topic in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the second topic in Section 3.3, and the third topic in Section 3.4.
Moshinsky Model
For the N-particle Moshinsky model, the Hamiltonian is:
Take the scaled unit (
, and let g m κ = . The Hamiltonian of Equation (4) turns into:
In order to solve the wave function of this system, we transform the original coordinates into Jacobi coordinates:
By using such transformation, we can separate the Hamiltonian in Jacobi coordinates:
Here 1 2Ng Ω = +
, and now we can derive the exact wave function for this system:
where the quantum numbers ( ) On the other hand, to derive the wave function in momentum space, we can apply the Fourier transform to Equation (8) . However, a simpler way to derive such wave function is to rewrite the Hamiltonian in momentum coordinates, which is given by:
In Equation (9), we use the Jacobi basis in momentum space, which is
 . Thus, the wave function in momentum space is:
where the quantum numbers ( ) 
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Position Space
The ground state wave function of position space in Jacobi coordinate is:
To calculate p-particle Shannon entropy, we first construct the p-particle reduced probability density function, as:
Next, we calculate the p-particle Shannon entropy mentioned in the second line of Equation (1) with some special treatment. Let the Jacobi coordinate of p-particle system be 
Thus, we can write down the relation between Y, r and a, b, as:
Since
, now we can put (14) into the reduced probability density function and obtain:
We then calculate the p-particle Shannon entropy in Y, y2, …, yp coordinates (the determinant of the Jacobian is 1), and the result becomes:
Take p = N in Equation (16), we obtain Shannon entropy of the whole system in position space. Now, the mutual information in position space can be computed as follows: 
Next, we plot the results for these quantities. For Shannon entropy of the whole system, results are shown in Figure 1 . In the weak interaction region (when g is small, which means there is almost no interaction), we observe that the higher number to the total particles, the higher value is to the Shannon entropy; however, in the strong interaction region (when g is large), the trend is opposite. This fact can be deduced from Equation (16) 
Therefore, for small g, Shannon entropy is proportional to N, and the derivative of Shannon entropy to the interaction strength g is always negative. The effect of large N is that the decreasing rate is greater, and the distribution is more sensitive to localization when interaction increases. If we consider p-particle Shannon entropy and fix the total number of particles, the p-particle Shannon entropy would decrease as interaction getting stronger. The larger p number to the p-particle system, the faster decreasing rate is to the p-particle Shannon entropy. For different N, the trend is similar, so we just show results for a system with N = 8 particles in Figure 2 , as an example. For mutual information, when p is closer to N-p the mutual information becomes greater, and the maximum value occurs at 2
The difference in total interaction between two subsystems is a result of different partitions for such two subsystems. When the size of two subsystems is getting closer, the total interaction between two subsystems is stronger. As a result, when p is closer to N-p the mutual information becomes greater. The Shannon entropy is decreasing as the interaction is getting stronger; however, mutual information is increasing as the interaction strength increases. The mutual information can be considered as the correlation between two subsystems (one part contains p particles, and the other contains N-p particles), so this fact shows that when the interaction strength increases, the correlation of these two subsystems becomes stronger. Figure 3 shows the mutual information when N = 8. 
Momentum Space
We can compute Shannon entropy in momentum space in a similar manner. The ground state wave function of momentum space in Jacobi coordinates is: 
Following the same procedure as that in the position space, we calculate Shannon entropy for whole system and p-particle Shannon entropy respectively. The p-particle Shannon entropy is:
where
Shannon entropy for whole system can be derived. The mutual information can be derived as well: 
Shannon entropy of the whole system in momentum space is shown in Figure 4 . Unlike in position space, the Shannon entropy increases as interaction strength increases. This means that the momentum space distribution is delocalized as interaction increases. The fact can be derived from Equation (20) 
Since the derivative of Shannon entropy to the interaction strength is positive, Shannon entropy in momentum space is increasing as interaction strength increases. Furthermore, when N is a larger number the rate of increase of the Shannon entropy becomes greater, and the delocalization is more sensitive to the interaction strength. The p-particle Shannon entropy is increasing as interaction strength increases, and for a given interaction strength, a system with larger p value has larger Shannon entropy as compared to a system with smaller p vale. Here, we show results in Figure 5 for a fixed total number of particles N = 8, as an example. Next from our results, we discuss the trends for Shannon entropy in different spaces. When the interaction is getting stronger, Shannon entropy in momentum space is increasing, while in position space Shannon entropy is decreasing. An explanation of the opposite trend for Shannon entropy in different spaces is that when interaction becomes stronger, particles tend to become closer in position space (concentrate to some small region); therefore, the uncertainty in position space decreases, which also means that Shannon entropy will decrease in position space. However, in momentum space, when interaction becomes stronger the motion of particles is more chaotic, which means the uncertainty is greater and Shannon entropy is increasing in momentum space. Moreover, by taking suitable parameters, we can reduce our results to the case of total number of particles N = 2, and they are the same as those in [2] .
For mutual information in momentum space, the results are exactly the same as those in position space. Although the behaviors to the interaction are different in position and momentum spaces, the mutual information is the same, independent of which phase space we have chosen. It is further observed that mutual information increases as interaction strength is increased. Figure 6 . Mutual information in momentum space for total particles number N = 8, the black line labeled as square is for partition of (p, N-p) = (1,7), and the pink line labeled as down triangle is for partition (p, N-p) = (4,4) which are the lowest and highest mutual information, respectively, in momentum space.
In Figure 6 , we show results for a system with N = 8 in momentum space, indicating that such results in momentum space are exactly the same as those in Figure 3 for position space.
Relation of Two Spaces and Testing Entropic Uncertainty Principle
The relationship between Shannon entropies in two spaces can be shown in Figure 7 . For 0 g ≥ , Shannon entropy in momentum space is greater than or equal to the Shannon entropy in position space. They are equal to each other only when g = 0. The sum of these two Shannon entropies is a constant only when p = N (the whole system Shannon entropy), and for all other cases, we observe that the entropy sum increases for increasing interaction strength. According to the entropic uncertainty principle [20] , inequality (3) should be satisfied. We now can show our results indeed satisfy these two inequalities. From Equations (18) and (22) Furthermore, we find that the sum of Shannon entropy in position and momentum space is independent of interaction strength. On the other hand, from Equations (16) and (20), we can prove that:
The last inequality holds because the argument in ln is greater than 1, so this term is greater than zero, and the equality is satisfied only when p = N or p = 0, or there is no interaction. Also, from Equation (23) it is quite straightforward to see that the sum of p-particle Shannon entropy in these two spaces increases monotonically when the interaction strength is increased.
Comparing Statistical Correlation to Quantum Correlation
As mentioned in the Introduction, quantum mutual information is twice the von Neumann entropy. The results of von Neumann entropy of the N-particle Moshinsky model are given in [6] , thus we can compare classical mutual information with quantum mutual information. Mutual information of position space is the same as in momentum space, so we denote them as For other N, the trends are similar. Classical and quantum mutual information share the same two trends: one trend is that both mutual information are monotonically growing up when the interaction strength increases, and the other trend is that for a given interaction strength, the closer p to N-p, the greater value is to the mutual information. On the other hand, quantum mutual information is growing faster than classical mutual information. This implies that quantum correlation is more sensitive to interaction strength than statistical correlation.
Summary and Conclusions
In the present work, we have analytically derived the Shannon entropy in position and momentum spaces for the ground state of an N-particle Moshinsky model. We show results of these entropies for total number of particles N and arbitrary number of particles p in subsystems, and apply such results to three topics: discussing the statistical correlations, testing the entropic uncertainty principle, and comparing the classical mutual information to quantum mutual information for this model.
For the first topic, we have observed that the behaviors of Shannon entropy are different in different phase-spaces; however, the mutual information is the same for both spaces. When the interaction is getting stronger, the Shannon entropy in momentum space is increasing (delocalization), while in position space Shannon entropy is decreasing (localization). Moreover, Shannon entropy is dependent of N and p. The rate of change of the Shannon entropy is larger when N or p is a larger number. In momentum space the rate of change is positive, while in position space the rate of change is negative. The Shannon entropies in both spaces are the same if there is no interaction. When the number p or N is getting larger, the Shannon entropy becomes greater when there is no interaction. Using mutual information as a measurement of correlation, the statistical correlation is the same for both spaces, which implies that correlation in the ground state of an N-particle Moshinsky model is independent of the spaces we have chosen. Mutual information depends on the interaction between particles and the partition of two subsystems, and it increases monotonically when the interaction strength is increased. Furthermore, the mutual information gets a larger value when the numbers of particles in the two subsystems are closer to each other. The maximum mutual information occurs when the sizes of the two subsystems are the same, i.e., p = N-p.
For the second topic, Shannon entropies of the whole system and p-particle Shannon entropy satisfy inequality (3), the entropic uncertainty principle. The Shannon entropy of the whole system always satisfies the equality of entropic uncertainty principle whatever the interaction strength is, while p-particle Shannon entropy only satisfies the equality when interaction is zero. Furthermore, the sum of p-particle Shannon entropy in both spaces is increasing as interaction strength increases, while the sum of Shannon entropy of the whole system remains constant, and is independent of interaction strength.
For the third topic, we show that classical and quantum mutual information have similar behaviors to the interaction strength and to the partition of subsystems. Both monotonically increase for increasing interaction strength, and when the sizes of the two subsystems are closer to each other the mutual information would have a larger value. The increasing rate of quantum mutual information is greater than that of classical mutual information.
